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 Figures S1–S2 are discussed in Section 6.2 of the main document12

(Discussion and Conclusions: Robustness across datasets)13

A comparison is made among the GPCP, CMAP and PREC precipitation datasets,14

revealing that the most significant sources of predictability identified for EASMR are15

generally robust across datasets.16

In particular, (1) By applying the PC regression schemes, similar maximum17

loadings in spatial distributions of the cross-validated fraction variance skills of the18

total seasonal mean EASMR are seen among different datasets (Fig. S1 and Fig. 8 in19

the main document). (2) Using the independent period of 1979–2019 as the training20

period, a 2020 prediction case study shows a skillful and generally robust EASMR21

forecasting for all three datasets (Fig. S2). See Section 6.2 of the main document for22

more details.23

24

 Figures S3–S5 are discussed in Section 6.3.3 of the main document25

(Discussion and Conclusions: Predictability arising from the26

predictors one month ahead)27

The EASMR predictability arising from the predictors at a one-month lead time28

(i.e., before May) is examined, indicating the possibility of skillful EASMR seasonal29

forecasting using the predictors in Table 2 of the main document but at a one-month30

lead time (Fig. S3). Furthermore, possible physical linkages between the EASMR and31

SST in the southern Atlantic and southern Indian oceans during early spring are32

investigated (Figs. S4–S5). See Section 6.3.3 of the main document for more details.33
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35

Fig. S1. As in Figs. 8a–b of the main document but based on the CMAP (top row) and36
PREC (bottom row) datasets.37
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38

Fig. S2. Spatial distributions of rainfall anomalies over East Asia in JJA 202039
predicted by PC regression scheme-AB based on the (a) GPCP, (b) CMAP and (c)40
PREC datasets; and the seasonal mean anomalies for the observed EASMR based on41
the (d) GPCP, (e) CMAP and (f) PREC datasets.42
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44

Fig. S3. As in Fig. 8b of the main document but using predictors at a one-month lead.45
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46

Fig. S4. Correlations of (a) JJA East Asia precipitation, the SST (shaded plots) and47
horizontal wind (vector plots) at 200 hPa during (b) MAM and (d) JJA, the SLP48
(shaded plots) and horizontal wind (vector plots) at 850 hPa during (c) MAM and (e)49
JJA, and (f) JJA zonal-averaged meridional and vertical wind associated with the MA50
detrended southern Atlantic (SA) SST during 1979–2019. The shaded areas and the51
vectors in the correlation maps of S5a–e are significant at the 95% confidence level52
using the Student’s t-test.53
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57

Fig. S5.As in Figs. S4a–e but for the March southern Indian (SI) SST.58
59


